Step by step plan for nanny’s without a childcare diploma

Below you find the steps to take to find yourself a family:
1.
Call Professional Nanny when you have any questions about your diploma or the Dutch
childcare system. Let me know what kind of family you are looking for, and I can hold your
CV in my administration and alert you when a vacancy fora n English speaking nanny comes
in.
2. Read the website of Professional Nanny to make sure you understand the ways you can
be employed.
3.
There are many sites where you can look for a family; Oudermatch.nl, Care.com,
Oppasbron, Oppassen.nl, Oppasplein.nl, Tendea.nl, sites van ander nanny bureau’s (Holgate
Nannies is an option), just Google and you will find a number of them.
4.
Decide what days and times you want to work and how much money you want to
spend on your search.
5.

Inspect the websites criticly for costs (one time and regular costs)

6.

Make a free profile on as much sites as possible.

7.
See that your profile looks good, put a nice picture of yourself on it (avoid sexy pictures
or pictures of yourself on a party), put your education in, your experience, your motivation
to work as a nanny, days and times you are available (don’t forget the evenings and
weekends). Be clear about the fact you do not have the correct education fort he parents to
get childcare allowance. Log in regularly to show you are actively searching amd to keep
your profile up to date.
8. Look around on the site with your free profile to see if there are any parents in your
neighbourhood who could be interested in your services. If there enough parents searching
you can pay for a period of time to make sure you can send them a message. Parents who
have not logged in for a long time are not searching anymore!
9. Approach parents enthousiastic and positive, react fast tot heir messages and show
them you are interested in their situation and children.
10. If parents are interested in the services of Professional Nanny to make up the contracts
or give you a training, please let them contact me. As soon as parents contact me, I will let
you know.
11. When parents are interested in your services, see you get an appointment with the fast
and go meet them. See if you feel comfortable during the meeting, with the parents and in
their house. Prepare a number of questions which can help you decide if this is a good family
for you to work for. If you can talk easy with the parents and you have the same ideas about
the upbringing of the children, you have a good chance you found your match! Be clear

about the hourly wages you want to earn, travelling costs etc. This prevents
misunderstandings afterwards.
12. When you are both enthousiastic about working together, you can decide together how
you will get paid, with an official employment contract or without one. If you need help
deciding you can find more information under the heading “income” on this website. Make a
second appointment when you have a good feeling about the family.
When you have questions or when you encounter problems, you can always email me.

